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the levels of The Street as it winds
upwards. For convenience and function Operating like a laundry chute, each No need for guilt throwing away that
bathrooms are placed adjacent.
tube sends the refuge down to an
plastic cup—at the HoD it will be
allotted containment vessel. From this recycled!
Like stated previously, the northwest
core contains service elevators and a
plastics
shaft to containing the services that
connects to The Street as it loops
something not valued yet
around. Also unique about this core is
paper
the disposal shafts.
computer components

It is enough of a bother to take the
trash out, let alone when one is more
than several stories above the ground.
Combating this bothersome task, the
disposal chutes collect trash from the

aluminum
organic litter
remaining litter

shaft carrying services

return the island to the city
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Palasa, Albania
40°09’59.43 N 19°37’25.54” E

A VILLAGE CENTER
FOR PALASA
4

N

20 METERS

■ – MASS VS. VOID
■ ■ – The village of Palasa has

rested on its mountainside perch
400 meters above the Ionian Sea for
at least two thousand years.
Julius Caesar’s troops
stopped here during his pursuit of
Pompey; since then the village has
grown and withered with the times.
Today, it is an outpost of
about 500 villagers, mostly removed

■ – EXISTING CIRCULATION
from the summer squalor several
kilometers down at the seaside,
where Albanian youth listen to
curious hits and party pretending to
be royalty. Away from this, and for
its panoramic setting Palasa offers a
wonderful respite.
At its elevation the
temperature often drops markedly.

As the summers are a
peaceful escape, the winters have
a soothingly melancholic appeal,
frequently embellished by the
dramatic sight of clouds and storms
working to climb over the adjacent
pass.

■ ■ – The center of the village

is defined by the Church of Saint
Dimitri and an astounding 200 yearold sycamore tree. There is little
dialogue between the two, scantily a
place to sit, while the leftover space
in front of the church serves humbly
as parking for the few tired cars that
dare to make the trek up here.

■ – PROPOSED CIRCULATION
■ ■ – The project, A Village

Center for Palasa works to bring
the disconnected spaces together.
Layering a central gathering space
with a secondary and tertiary spaces
to dually serve the needs of a plaza
in front of a church or simply a few
locals intent on a game of dominoes
laced with raki (the locally distilled
drink of choice).

■ ■ – Regionally, village centers

have a large tree, a church, and a
font supplied by a stream with clean
water from up a mountain. Palasa
has streams but no font.
This project introduces a
font. A jet of water landing in a wide
shallow pool in front of Saint Dimitri
and continuously refreshed by the
stream tied to it.
5

■ – ELEVATION
The jet of water is designed
to make it easy to fill buckets, amidst
company; the pool is a place for
villagers to congregate, rest on stools
and in-turn rest their feet in the cool
water.
A gentle edge makes the
pool accessible to birds to drink and
play (the summers are dry) as well as
sheep and goats to drink.
6

With its connection to the
church the water could be blessed
to become a baptismal font for a
baptism.
The font is shallow and is
designed to easily be drained to
accommodate additional standing
space for a large event.

■ – SIGHT LINES
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ – The main

parameters: a tightly confined area
to work within, the fragile root
system of the tree, the sensitive
foundations of the church, and the
steep slope of the village stipulated
much readily.
By bringing the central
gathering space down to the level
of the sycamore tree creates a large

■ – SPATIAL HIERARCHY
single-level plaza emphasizing the
church by adding stairs (protecting
its foundation) and anchoring
it as the center of the village.
Dropping the plaza multiplies the
available flat space (a commodity
on a mountainside) while bringing
together the formerly disparate
church and tree.
Under the large sycamore

tree are several varyingly largesized tables with stools to create the
outdoor library. It serves as a place
for twenty people to hold meeting at
the largest table, twelve picnicking at
the medium, or several playing cards
at the smallest.
With its proximity to the
tree, wood decking is used to not
jeopardize the root system—and

being at the same elevation as
the central gathering space a fluid
boundary is maintained.
An outdoor classroom
connects the lower level of the site
using graduated seating. Placed
under the sycamore’s thicket it
folds downward from the central
gathering space. The backdrop is
the sea and sky.

■ – GREEN SPACE
At the base of the seating
is the stage which extends as a
podium to view and protect an
adjacent communist-era relief.
On the south side of Saint
Dimitri is a reading garden, with
noteworthy views of the sea below.
Away from the main spaces it has
a quiet character as garden, with
terraces doubling as seating.

■

–
The garden and other added
green spaces are shaded by olive
trees and interjected with cypress
trees in keeping with the landscape.
Lavender is used ubiquitously as
a ground planting for its aromatic
qualities.

■ – REGIONAL MATERIALS
■ – In keeping with regional

materials, local olive wood is used
for the decking and stools—it is
strong, its grain is beautiful, and
otherwise is destined for people’s
wood burning stoves each winter.
The stone used would also be locally
sourced; travertine and limestone
compose the ground the village sits.

■

–
For flexibility of use are
heavy wooden stools designed to
be semi-permanent fixtures. The
village has a limited number of large
events and is generally left to the
locals. The stools are designed to
weigh around twenty-five kilograms
to be something of permanence yet
mobile to clear the space for large
events.
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URBAN INFILL PROJECT
•
•
•
•

Freelance project – built
2 Commercial Spaces (2630 feet2 each)
4 Three bedroom apartments 1060 feet2 each)
9500 feet2 total

A challenge was to keep the restaurant open throughout construction. The
original restaurant, something like a house converted into a business was at
the front of the property. Navigating this, the new kitchen and apartments were
placed at the back or the property where they could be nearly completed and
opened. After the old restaurant was razed to make way for the dining space and
the front of an adjoining commercial space.

To double the number of apartments permitted by code, a lot split was instituted.
This worked in favor of creating a second commercial space on the ground floor.
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SECOND AND THIRD FLOOR PLANS
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Reference page 21 for numbered notes.
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A – LONGITUDINAL SECTION
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B – LONGITUDINAL SECTION
19

Two large screens take clue from their Chinese counterparts and allow the restaurant to open up in nice weather.
Behind them, is a garage door shielding the restaurant from the thermal extremes of Midwest. When the climate turns nice
the garage door can be raised, the screens drawn permitting a breeze created by the massive fan in the hood of the kitchen
pulling air.

SOUTH FACADE - CLEMENT WEATHER
20

INCLEMENT WEATHER

1— A lighted canopy was created to pull the attention of passers-by to the “shadow play” of kitchen with its translucent glass while highlighting the buffet it passes.
2— Translucent glass is used to obscure the kitchen. The wok grill is placed to behind the glass to for an element of theatricality in front of where people wait in line.
3— The buffet is folded upwards at the back making a sign that is visible from the sidewalk. It is made of buffet trays laser-cut and illuminated from behind.
4— Operable garage and screen doors.
5— The sneeze guard is made of steel rods tied together to form a “sling” which a sheet of glass is hung.
6— The cashier’s counter turns up and around to frame the kitchen and tie it with the buffet line. It creates a threshold to the service parts of the restaurant.
7— Folded bar.
8— The wall is partially removed where a bench folds from the opening. White cushions mimic the wall the would otherwise be there.
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C – INTERIOR ELEVATION

D – INTERIOR ELEVATION
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circulation
eco-towers
support
strømsø’s
energy,
waste and
food needs

DRAMMEN:

education and green integration

BIcycles
bus
pedestrians
train
vehicles

agricultural green space
BUILT CONdition
play areas and leisure
pedestrian space
education

stitch

stitch
mediate
current
disconnect
with the
blanket

increase
urban edges
and density

your imagination lives

HERE!

+2.250 units

2,3 ppl/unit

.375 KM2 x 6.000 units/km2 avg persons per unit
density in other areas:
in norway
københavn = 5.908/km2
bilbao = 8.572/km2
amsterdam = 4.484/km2

5.175 ppl

strømsø’s increase in
20 yrs.
drammen’s estimated
population increase
over 20 years = 20.000
ppl

158.740 nok

commodity and service
consumption per person

821.479.500 NOk

total estimated income
due to increased density

821.479.500 nok
total estimated
income due to increased density

3.4 Megawatts

power generated in
the tower: 1/3 of the
power needed for
added density.

100% efficient

all wet waste produced in the towers
is cleaned through
natural systems
with the potential
to clean waste water
from the rest of the
strømsø area.

50% decrease

proposed parking of
2,000 spaces fits in
half of the footprint
of existing parking
existing:
proposed:

strømsø

Becomes a district
that creates much
of its required
power, handles its
own waste, is a commercial hotspot for
drammen, and family
friendly neighborhood.

stitch

eco-island
returns the
island to the
city
vehicular
disconnect
from drammen

EN BY Å LEVE I

Concepts and Strategies

train
disconnect
from river

June 21_9.00

Existing built-up area (approximate) = 200000m2
Existing roof area (approximate)= 50000m2
Proposed blanket area = 86000m2
Total roof area (including blanket) = 136000m2
Proposed population = 6600 persons(5000persons added)
Proposed built-up area = 358000m2 (158000m2added)
Total power requirement = 88480kwh
Power generated by the towers = 42768kwh
Power generated by solar panels = 45712kwh
Area of solar panels = 166830m2
Annual rainfall in Drammen area =.897 m

The City of Drammen and the community of Strømsø, currently in
the midst of such transformation, articulates goals that insist on the
rights of humanity and nature to co-exist in a healthy and sustainable
condition, incorporating transportation and energy eﬃciencies as well as
responsible use.
In view of articulating increasingly complex social aﬃliations, the PHIDA
concepts have been deliberated upon to assure the precise formulation
and the execution of intricate correlations between systems and subsystems. These 5 concepts aim to construct new elds of logics that
organize the new level of dynamism and complexity of contemporary
society: Permeability, Harmony, Imagination, Diversity, and Adaptability.
We propose that urban environments can be designed with the
ambition to enhance the sense of organic integration through intricate
correlations that favor the amplication of diﬀerentiations in visual
information. Thus, implementing the conceptual agenda in the existing
urban fabric of Strømsø, the following strategies are employed: The
Blanket, The Stitch, Urban Agriculture, Urban Energy, and Urban
Culture.

June 21_12.00

ECO-TOWER ECONOMY

Existing population (approximate) = 1600persons

The environment, culture and community inherently encompass the
promise to interfere with our psychological development and greatly
inuence the thinking, attitude, goals and personality of society at large.
Architecture becomes instrumental in the expansion of vitality and in
the provision of emotional relationships. Apart from fullling utilitarian
aspects, the purpose of architecture is ultimately to stimulate thought.
Cities are a collection of unstable systems shaped by events, values, and
actions that are leaving imprints, representing cycles of genesis, growth,
breakdown and disintegration, continually rearranging and reorganizing.
At the transition from disintegration to genesis, paradigm shifts occur.
The urban systems nd themselves at the threshold of such a
paradigm shift, prompting innovative adaptation reformatting the urban
environment to the socio-economic era of post-assembly line frame of
mind. The industrial society has evolved into a heterogeneous society of
the multitude, becoming increasingly more complex. The issues urbanism
should be addressing are in the organizing and the articulation of these
complexities, where the goal is to develop an urban repertoire capable of
creating diverse urban elds that are densely layered and continuously
diﬀerentiated.

5 connected community networks

Total required rainwater catchment area= 51505m2
Rainwater catchment area within the towers= 31500m2
Water catchment area on blanket = 20005m2
Total farming area on towers (aquaponic + hydroponic) = 49500m2
Total farming area on roof and blanket (aquaponic + hydroponic) = 68000m2
Total farming area = 117500m2 = 29acres
Average crop yield in Norway(kg per ha) = 25,195
The total crop production on site = 292262Kg = 292.262 Metric Tons

total south facade area: 103169 m2
total roof area: 73047 m2
total added floor area: 283.286 m2
(sf + ra)/fa = .622

June 21_15.00

2.) The Stitch

1) The Blanket

Sept. 23_9.00

1) Permeability

The concept of permeability articulates the ability of
the urban environment to navigate diﬀerent sets of
information, challenging that which is familiar. Depicted
as a dynamic interchange of typologies, the urban
environment is correlated with nature both in spirit and
matter, creating a system of nodes, ows and networks,
conscious and unconscious, extended through space.
Nodes are places of intersection, places of interaction
and the melding of activity, people, and space. Flows
are the energies or the paths, the connections that
make navigation possible. Everything is connected. To
be permeable manifests uid universal access.

The elaborated use of urban agriculture and greenery
articulates the urban park, and the harmonious
connection of urban elements allowing the vision of
Strømsø as the regional zenith of cultural expansion.
The interweaving of nature a utilitarian, ecological
and aesthetic system into the fabric of Strømsø
is evident in farm-to-table district, and the noise
buﬀering eﬀect of greenery throughout.

2.) Harmony

3) Imagination

The concept of harmony elaborates upon relations
between utilitarian, aesthetic and ecological
considerations that are executed to their full
potential. In the context of space and time the
responsibility towards future generations is
fully comprehended and integrated within the
consciousness of the culture.

Area:

Towers total area = 80000Sqmt + 30000Sqmt
Commercial area= 41280Sqmt
Residential area = 68720Sqmt

Sept. 23_12.00

3) Urban Agriculture

In order to mediate the vertical dimension the
strategy of the stitch is implemented in an array of
personalities with respect to transportation systems,
activities and nodes. The stitch represents places of
intersection, connectors between the horizontal and
vertical stratications, places of interaction and the
melding of activity, people, and space.

The blanket, taking on the role as the other groundplane, allows a multiplicity of previously singular
systems to co-exist, facilitating harmonious and
complex relationships of otherwise singular activities.
The blanket accommodates serious increase of
densities and mediates diﬀerentiation of use in the
public and private realm while becoming an urban
fabric, not dominating the scene but weaving it
together, inviting new pieces to the puzzle while
never assuming its own completion. The blanket
makes connections possible in a seamless, natural
and cohesive manner, facilitating ease of navigation.

Food production:
Rice = 3 mt
Tomatoes = 90 mt
Potatoes = 34 mt
Peas = 32 mt
Fish = 9 mt

Imagination provides meaning to experience and
understanding to knowledge. It is a fundamental
facility through which the individual makes sense of
the world, playing a key role in the learning process.
Any individual, of any age, should have the privilege
to participate in the works of the imagination
expanding cultural identities and innovation. As one
of the major social and political factors of our time,
imagination is the representative of the human
capital.

4) Urban Energy

In the quest of a carbon neutral future we propose
the introduction of agricultural towers, taking
advantage of the Venturi eﬀect in the generation of
energy. To maximize eﬃciency the towers have to
reach the height of 200m.

4) Diversity

The ambition is to move from single system
diﬀerentiation to the association and articulation
of multiple systems and subsystems. All knowledge
communication is extended to the global village
context. In a collaborative future the values and
symbols of a heterogeneous culture and environment
have to generate and communicate information that
celebrates the continual transformation process
towards capacity for meaning and wholeness.

Population:

5) Urban Culture

People are at home when place is made meaningful.
Our strategy challenges the mind and provokes
the imagination. The Strømsø urban setting is a
multitude of diﬀerent intentions and phenomena
expressing a continuously changing eld where the
light emphasizes drama, variety, atmosphere and
mood. Movement in this constructed geography
will be a kinetic experience, joyful, uid, inspirational
and ever adapting. If it is to feel at home, then it is
rst of all a place celebrating the romantic landscape
of temperament, seasonal awareness, monumental
presence, physical transparency and playful appeal.
Strømsø shall be a locus that adores the performance
of generations, young and old.
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pink blanket

PLAN VIEW

SCALE... 1:1250
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5) Adaptability

We propose that sustainable principles are a frame
of mind, promoting an urban fabric with an in-built
kinetic capacity that allows those environments to
recongure and adapt to the prevalent patterns of
use and occupation.

Food! FUN! SHOPPING!

Rain water harvesting:

Total Residential population=800 Dwellings(3000persons appx)

10125 cumt rain water will be harvested. (Average requirement
per person per year = 7cumt)

Power:

Waste water recycling:

Total Residential power need =2MW
Total Commercial power need=2MW
Peak power need of towers=2.5MW
Average peak Power production = 2x.9 + 2x.6 + 2x.3 = 3.4 MW (nine
months)
Average low Power production = 2x.15 + 2x.9 + 2x.6 = .6 MW (three
months)

•
The Aquaponic system will recycle the waste water produced
in the tower.
•
The tower base near water level will house a living machine
system of 3000sqmt area to recycle the waste water generated in
the under blanket commercial area and the settlement on land

Total south façade =87.100 sqmt

return the island to the city

Sept. 23_15.00

A CITY TO LIVE WELL IN!

DEc. 21_15.00

raised courtyard spaces

langesgate

DEc. 21_9.00

bjørnstjerne bjørnsons gate

DEc. 21_12.00

doktor hansteins gate

Statistics:
• Existing population (approximate) = 1,600 persons
• Existing built-up area (approximate) = 200,000 m2
• Existing roof area (approximate)= 50,000 m2
• Proposed blanket area = 860,00 m2
• Total roof area (including blanket) = 1360,00 m2
• Proposed population = 6,600 persons (5,000 persons added)
• Proposed built-up area = 358,000 m2 (158,000 m2 added)
• Total power requirement = 88,480 kwh
• Power generated by the towers = 42,768 kwh
• Power generated by solar panels = 45,712 kwh
• Area of solar panels = 166,830 m2
• Annual rainfall in Drammen region = .897 m
• Total required rainwater catchment area= 51,505 m2
• Rainwater catchment area within the towers= 31,500 m2
• Water catchment area on blanket = 20,005 m2
• Total farming area on towers (aquaponic + hydroponic) = 49,500 m2
• Total farming area on roof and blanket (aquaponic + hydroponic) = 68,000 m2
• Total farming area = 117,500m2 = 29 acres
• Average crop yield in Norway = 25,195 kg / ha
• The total crop production on site = 292,262 kg

strategies and layers
TOWERS
THE BLANKET
ADDED DENSITY
existing condition

tollbugata

Pink Blanket was an entry for “A City to Live” Competition—for Drammen, Norway. The
competition sought solutions for a livable and sustainable urban plan. This entry focused
on the ideas of Permeability, Harmony, Imagination, Diversity, and Adaptability as key
components when developing the design.

mixed-use ‘layer cake’ program
pedestrian
avenue

tollbugata

1600 parking spaces

pink blanket

SECTION A—A

community district

30m

30m

60m
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section b—b

strømsø sentrum

pink blanket
30m

30m

60m

pedestrian
avenue
the blanket system allows the pedestrian realm to
be expanded and access is given to sun, open space, and
a new level of urban interaction.
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strategies and layers

circulation

TOWERS
THE BLANKET
ADDED DENSITY
existing condition

eco-towers
support
strømsø’s
energy,
waste and
food needs

DRAMMEN:

education and green integration

BIcycles
bus
pedestrians
train
vehicles

agricultural green space
BUILT CONdition
play areas and leisure
pedestrian space
education

stitch

stitch
mediate
current
disconnect
with the
blanket

increase
urban edges
and density

your imagination lives

HERE!

stitch

eco-island
returns the
island to the
city
vehicular
disconnect
from drammen

EN BY Å LEVE I

Concepts and Strategies

train
disconnect
from river

The environment, culture and community inherently encompass the
promise to interfere with our psychological development and greatly
inuence the thinking, attitude, goals and personality of society at large.
Architecture becomes instrumental in the expansion of vitality and in
the provision of emotional relationships. Apart from fullling utilitarian
aspects, the purpose of architecture is ultimately to stimulate thought.
Cities are a collection of unstable systems shaped by events, values, and
actions that are leaving imprints, representing cycles of genesis, growth,
breakdown and disintegration, continually rearranging and reorganizing.
At the transition from disintegration to genesis, paradigm shifts occur.
The urban systems nd themselves at the threshold of such a
paradigm shift, prompting innovative adaptation reformatting the urban
environment to the socio-economic era of post-assembly line frame of
mind. The industrial society has evolved into a heterogeneous society of
the multitude, becoming increasingly more complex. The issues urbanism
should be addressing are in the organizing and the articulation of these
complexities, where the goal is to develop an urban repertoire capable of
creating diverse urban elds that are densely layered and continuously
diﬀerentiated.

5 connected community networks
June 21_9.00

The City of Drammen and the community of Strømsø, currently in
the midst of such transformation, articulates goals that insist on the
rights of humanity and nature to co-exist in a healthy and sustainable
condition, incorporating transportation and energy eﬃciencies as well as
responsible use.
In view of articulating increasingly complex social aﬃliations, the PHIDA
concepts have been deliberated upon to assure the precise formulation
and the execution of intricate correlations between systems and subsystems. These 5 concepts aim to construct new elds of logics that
organize the new level of dynamism and complexity of contemporary
society: Permeability, Harmony, Imagination, Diversity, and Adaptability.
We propose that urban environments can be designed with the
ambition to enhance the sense of organic integration through intricate
correlations that favor the amplication of diﬀerentiations in visual
information. Thus, implementing the conceptual agenda in the existing
urban fabric of Strømsø, the following strategies are employed: The
Blanket, The Stitch, Urban Agriculture, Urban Energy, and Urban
Culture.

June 21_12.00

total south facade area: 103169 m2
total roof area: 73047 m2
total added floor area: 283.286 m2
(sf + ra)/fa = .622

June 21_15.00

1) The Blanket

The blanket, taking on the role as the other groundplane, allows a multiplicity of previously singular
systems to co-exist, facilitating harmonious and
complex relationships of otherwise singular activities.
The blanket accommodates serious increase of
densities and mediates diﬀerentiation of use in the
public and private realm while becoming an urban
fabric, not dominating the scene but weaving it
together, inviting new pieces to the puzzle while
never assuming its own completion. The blanket
makes connections possible in a seamless, natural
and cohesive manner, facilitating ease of navigation.

2.) The Stitch

In order to mediate the vertical dimension the
strategy of the stitch is implemented in an array of
personalities with respect to transportation systems,
activities and nodes. The stitch represents places of
intersection, connectors between the horizontal and
vertical stratications, places of interaction and the
melding of activity, people, and space.

3) Urban Agriculture

The elaborated use of urban agriculture and greenery
articulates the urban park, and the harmonious
connection of urban elements allowing the vision of
Strømsø as the regional zenith of cultural expansion.
The interweaving of nature a utilitarian, ecological
and aesthetic system into the fabric of Strømsø
is evident in farm-to-table district, and the noise
buﬀering eﬀect of greenery throughout.

4) Urban Energy

In the quest of a carbon neutral future we propose
the introduction of agricultural towers, taking
advantage of the Venturi eﬀect in the generation of
energy. To maximize eﬃciency the towers have to
reach the height of 200m.

5) Urban Culture

People are at home when place is made meaningful.
Our strategy challenges the mind and provokes
the imagination. The Strømsø urban setting is a
multitude of diﬀerent intentions and phenomena
expressing a continuously changing eld where the
light emphasizes drama, variety, atmosphere and
mood. Movement in this constructed geography
will be a kinetic experience, joyful, uid, inspirational
and ever adapting. If it is to feel at home, then it is
rst of all a place celebrating the romantic landscape
of temperament, seasonal awareness, monumental
presence, physical transparency and playful appeal.
Strømsø shall be a locus that adores the performance
of generations, young and old.
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Sept. 23_9.00

+2.250 units

2,3 ppl/unit

.375 KM2 x 6.000 units/km2 avg persons per unit
density in other areas:
in norway
københavn = 5.908/km2
bilbao = 8.572/km2
amsterdam = 4.484/km2

5.175 ppl

strømsø’s increase in
20 yrs.
drammen’s estimated
population increase
over 20 years = 20.000
ppl

158.740 nok

commodity and service
consumption per person

821.479.500 NOk

total estimated income
due to increased density

821.479.500 nok
total estimated
income due to increased density

3.4 Megawatts

power generated in
the tower: 1/3 of the
power needed for
added density.

100% efficient

all wet waste produced in the towers
is cleaned through
natural systems
with the potential
to clean waste water
from the rest of the
strømsø area.

50% decrease

proposed parking of
2,000 spaces fits in
half of the footprint
of existing parking
existing:
proposed:

strømsø

Becomes a district
that creates much
of its required
power, handles its
own waste, is a commercial hotspot for
drammen, and family
friendly neighborhood.

1) Permeability

The concept of permeability articulates the ability of
the urban environment to navigate diﬀerent sets of
information, challenging that which is familiar. Depicted
as a dynamic interchange of typologies, the urban
environment is correlated with nature both in spirit and
matter, creating a system of nodes, ows and networks,
conscious and unconscious, extended through space.
Nodes are places of intersection, places of interaction
and the melding of activity, people, and space. Flows
are the energies or the paths, the connections that
make navigation possible. Everything is connected. To
be permeable manifests uid universal access.

2.) Harmony

Area:

Towers total area = 80000Sqmt + 30000Sqmt
Commercial area= 41280Sqmt
Residential area = 68720Sqmt

Sept. 23_12.00

3) Imagination

The concept of harmony elaborates upon relations
between utilitarian, aesthetic and ecological
considerations that are executed to their full
potential. In the context of space and time the
responsibility towards future generations is
fully comprehended and integrated within the
consciousness of the culture.

Food production:
Rice = 3 mt
Tomatoes = 90 mt
Potatoes = 34 mt
Peas = 32 mt
Fish = 9 mt

Imagination provides meaning to experience and
understanding to knowledge. It is a fundamental
facility through which the individual makes sense of
the world, playing a key role in the learning process.
Any individual, of any age, should have the privilege
to participate in the works of the imagination
expanding cultural identities and innovation. As one
of the major social and political factors of our time,
imagination is the representative of the human
capital.

4) Diversity

The ambition is to move from single system
diﬀerentiation to the association and articulation
of multiple systems and subsystems. All knowledge
communication is extended to the global village
context. In a collaborative future the values and
symbols of a heterogeneous culture and environment
have to generate and communicate information that
celebrates the continual transformation process
towards capacity for meaning and wholeness.

Population:

5) Adaptability

We propose that sustainable principles are a frame
of mind, promoting an urban fabric with an in-built
kinetic capacity that allows those environments to
recongure and adapt to the prevalent patterns of
use and occupation.

Rain water harvesting:

Total Residential population=800 Dwellings(3000persons appx)

10125 cumt rain water will be harvested. (Average requirement
per person per year = 7cumt)

Power:

Waste water recycling:

Total Residential power need =2MW
Total Commercial power need=2MW
Peak power need of towers=2.5MW
Average peak Power production = 2x.9 + 2x.6 + 2x.3 = 3.4 MW (nine
months)
Average low Power production = 2x.15 + 2x.9 + 2x.6 = .6 MW (three
months)

•
The Aquaponic system will recycle the waste water produced
in the tower.
•
The tower base near water level will house a living machine
system of 3000sqmt area to recycle the waste water generated in
the under blanket commercial area and the settlement on land

Total south façade =87.100 sqmt

Sept. 23_15.00
Existing population (approximate) = 1600persons
Existing built-up area (approximate) = 200000m2
Existing roof area (approximate)= 50000m2
Proposed blanket area = 86000m2
Total roof area (including blanket) = 136000m2
Proposed population = 6600 persons(5000persons added)
Proposed built-up area = 358000m2 (158000m2added)

ECO-TOWER ECONOMY

Total power requirement = 88480kwh
Power generated by the towers = 42768kwh
Power generated by solar panels = 45712kwh

A CITY TO LIVE WELL IN!

DEc. 21_15.00

Area of solar panels = 166830m2
Annual rainfall in Drammen area =.897 m
Total required rainwater catchment area= 51505m2
Rainwater catchment area within the towers= 31500m2
Water catchment area on blanket = 20005m2
Total farming area on towers (aquaponic + hydroponic) = 49500m2
Total farming area on roof and blanket (aquaponic + hydroponic) = 68000m2
Total farming area = 117500m2 = 29acres
Average crop yield in Norway(kg per ha) = 25,195
The total crop production on site = 292262Kg = 292.262 Metric Tons

bjørnstjerne bjørnsons gate

DEc. 21_9.00

tollbugata

doktor hansteins gate

DEc. 21_12.00

1600 parking spaces

pink blanket
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pink blanket

SECTION A—A

community district

30m

30m

60m
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Food! FUN! SHOPPING!
return the island to the city

langesgate

raised courtyard spaces

mixed-use ‘layer cake’ program
pedestrian
avenue

tollbugata

section b—b

strømsø sentrum

pink blanket
30m

30m

60m

pedestrian
avenue
the blanket system allows the pedestrian realm to
be expanded and access is given to sun, open space, and
a new level of urban interaction.

pink blanket
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TAIWAN TOWER COMPETITION
A TOWER THAT GENERATES EXCESS ENERGY, CONSUMES WASTE, AND
WHILE CHANGING COLOR WITH THE SEASONS.
The competition for the Taiwan Tower was hosted by the Taichung City
Government, R.O.C. (Taiwan). The competition sought a proposal for
an iconic 300 meter tall tower symbolizing Taiwan as the Eiffel Tower
does Paris. Its primary programmatic element was an observatory high
enough that one would see over Dadu Mountain allowing for views
of Taiwan Strait. Other elements of the project included a restaurant,
an environmental quality monitoring station, radio and digital signal
transmission base, a museum and office space.
The proposal centered around creating an energy positive tower by
implementing a solar chimney. The stipulations of the competition
paralleled the needs of such to implement this technology and would
produce 150 kilowatt hours of electricity hourly.
Ralph entered the competition with his five person team of Polaris
Architecture.
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Preliminary sketches.
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TABLES
Designed and built by Ralph Shinogle, these tables are made from the
tops of abandoned drafting desks, plywood, and forged steel.

height: 16”
width: 18”
length: 40”
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COFFEE TABLE

height: 18”
width: 20”
length: 20”

SIDE TABLE
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RIGHT SIDE
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COFFEE TABLE - FRONT

BACK

BOTTOM

LEFT SIDE

TOP
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Roasted Duck and Sugar
Coated Potatoes
(Thesis)

Roasted Duck and Sugar Coated Potatoes is: How to create a city
that can foster a restaurant that opens at 3:00 am serving only the
aforementioned? It already exists in Copenhagen—what is that recipe?
This team driven project assembled a 585 page book disseminating
their discoveries and solutions.
In particular, Ralph Shinogle introduced the House of Design.
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...Design?
How we interact? Connections? Communications? Agriculture? Sustainability? Harmony?
Currencies? Politics? Governments? Parameters? Transportation? Cities? Countries? Our
world? Provocation? Our Future... [pause]

By fortune people today exist better connected globally than they did yesterday, yesteryear… ever. The boats that
whisked the Vikings have given way to trains then automobiles and, airplanes but most interestingly: the internet have
changed the blue planet in ways another ice age never could. This land carved by water has shrunk from a time when
the “whole” thing was flooded, to the discovery of a new continent (by Lief Erickson and later officially by a man on the
Santa Maria). which in turn allowed for an empire where the sun never set. The world has gone from being earth-centric
to heliocentric—now there is the big bang theory and possibilities of parallel universes.
Human intellect has learned how small this little blue oasis is in the grand scheme of existence; today’s explorers no
longer seek new lands; the frontier has shifted. In this age, macro and micro cosmoses are probed with telescopes and
microscopes. Metaphysical frontiers keep many psyches wandering the depths of oblivion.
The world as man once knew has been turned upside down, around and over from what homo sapiens first explored into
a digital globe. We can explore Africa or the Arctic without moving more than a mouse or tickling a keyboard. The all of
the world’s pluralities it is also becoming a singular entity—we as people exist reliant upon people we have never met.
Poor crops in America mean starving people in India or Africa. Buying a new shirt helps support a family in China.
Nearly everywhere is within a days journey and, if breathing the city air get old, lands of the north offer crisp motivation
to set sail on a “dinosaur-gulping” bird.
What Adam and Eve first explored has given way to a labyrinth of concrete and glass jungles. They have a pulse, lights...
which are quickening and flickering faster. The changes humans create they now have difficulty keeping up with. On this
globe machines do much work while humans create and think of a better way for them to operate. Adam and Eve’s world
has given way to an amplified synthetic nature designed by their offspring and, their imaginations. In a sense a new
species is being born via technology—the world is taking on a dramatically means of existence and way of life.
The rate of change is accelerating with time. Change has been feeding itself to the extent people have inadvertently
become transients in time as the world changes so rapidly about them.
With this comes the birth of an entirely new kind of society with new ideals, lifestyles, ways of thinking and existing.
This new society demands something unlike those of previous generations. They no longer demand an industry
based on the land or water catching herring or plowing the rocky fields. To set sail to survive is quite different
in this world. No longer attached to an industry based on food or production or other physiological needs for
survival, the Creative Class sets sail so its mind can prosper: it needs a stimulating environment for its well
being. This meandering class of people are impacted by the discovery of new ideas. The frontiers they pursue
are not determined by where they grew up or natural terrain, but instead by types of people they might be able
to associate with. Those with the common pursuit of knowledge and the excitement discovery—those that seek
to create.
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*New Babylon, Constant Nieuwenhuys
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To break it down: SubSystem_13 has deduced that with the gaining prevalence of the Creative Class,
Sandnes as well as many cities find themselves at a crossroads of:

A

.) Joining the global
trend and becoming a
Creative City, a city that is
international in nature and
offers the amenities and
stimulation a global social
class expects.

B

The Sandnes-Stavanger region is now at a fork in
the road. Will it become A.) Global or B.) Enclosed?

continuous connection has been created among
the pieces of the city, not unlike a physical internet.

To ensure A, subSytem_13 has been developing
a future situation as to what might become of
Sandnes if choice A is to occur.

Each student has introduced a notable element that
they see fit in such a city that joins the blanket.

By introducing the blanket, a free flowing,

To get to the level of a global city it has been
realized certain elements must be instilled to

instigate a center of global interaction. Some
projects must get the pendulum swinging for other
projects to ensue.
The House of Design is an element to help propel
Sandnes into global society that is based on the
exchange and development of knowledge, creative
design via innovation.

.) Falling aside and
becoming a primitive
enclave; relative to
other cities notably less
ingenuitive and lacking
culture. These cities will
struggle to grow healthily
as they lack what a new
generation expects in a
city.
322
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The House of Design
/ Huset av Design

40

For the creative class to unpack and
become a guiding force in Sandnes, a
forlorn and forgotten city with the mindset
of a village; an instrument to attract and
sustain the Creative Class is of necessity.
The House of Design, a stitch of different
“guilds” (poets, furniture makers, writers,
painters, inventers, engineers, free
thinkers, et cetera…) aims to connect the
different intellectual adventurers; and
while they all depend upon each other
to different extents—it is uncommon for
them to have regular contact amongst
324

each other. The question then becomes
how to catalyze an environment that
fosters growth of such interaction? A
characteristic that makes large cities
attractive to these people is the openness
of minds and the opportunities to share
ideas that in turn spawn new ideas.

these into one complex, a tangible
internet is created, walking into work
would in essence be comparable to
browsing the internet, discovering the
unknown, but better with the resources
and inspiration at hand to aide and
expedite the development of ideas and,
bring these ideas onto the global stage.

Today exists a global network of
everything imaginable and more—but
many of these passions have yet to be (Like) The internet, which has connected
physically brought together. By bringing businesses and curious endeavors

and, expedited the transfer of human
knowledge and aided an immense
information boom, this model taken
into a physical realm would intensify
the knowledge connection. It would be
stimulating not only for those directly
involved but for people in general who
inadvertently gain from the benefits of
technology. (One need not design a
mobile device to reap its benefits!)

One may draw parallels to the
Renaissance Palazzo Medici, where
the likes of Brunelleschi, Massaccio,
Donatello, Fra Angelico, da Vinci and
Michelangelo along with distant scholars,
poets and literary philosophers were
brought together, done by the wealth of
one family; mutual gain and inspiration

worked together and jumpstarted the
Renaissance.
The House of Design is to renew this
atmosphere in the Twenty-First Century
setting, to bring these disciplines together
under one roof.
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Velkommen!
Get ready to disembark!

The House of Design (HoD) is a cross roads for all peoples
to peruse! A place to work, have lunch or a drink, set up
residence, host a meeting as well as host exhibitions in an
atmosphere of spontaneous interaction.

It might be helpful to know what is here:
_a large exhibition space (3200m2!)
_a theater
_outdoor gardens (with playgrounds to tame that never ending energy of those
kiddies!)
_galleries
_Norwegian Bath
_Stavanger University Satellite Facility
_press facilities
_financial center
_an orgy of private and creative enterprises that will make you go mad!
Including, but not limited to:
-restaurants
-floral shops
-coffee shops
-electronics stores
-art studios
-schools of thought
-kitchen supply
-publishers
-bookstores
-dance studios
-research and
-banks
-travel agencies (to
development
-and of course, plenty
plan your trip back!) -doctors
of great shopping!
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The Monopod
Linking the eighteen meters of staggered levels
the Monopod collects people into the HoD; it is
the mediator between the sub-blanket levels.
Resting on the level of the Langgaten Extension, the
Monopod also brings people in from the Norwegian
origins of the sea. At this level a helicoidal ramp
starts spiraling up to whisk people and vehicles
(from the service road) onto the blanket level, and
into the exhibition space. As it winds up there are
intermediary terraces where it levels off such as on
The Avenue level. The ‘Pod contains the needed
support for the House of Design to function like
utilities, garbage chutes, as well as stairs. If one’s
feet are tired, the escalators and elevators await.
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section a

N

If one were to venture down Langgaten
from downtown they will observe a
diverse collection of architecture. The
downtown’s charming structures offer
a glimpse of the past and individuality.
Walking towards the pinch the buildings
get larger and sleeker. Langgaten slips
through the Collaborative Research
Center and the glimpse of HoD opens
into a large public space.

section b

creative core

Looking up at the HoD one should
recognize something seemingly
familiar—the pixilated grid and the
individuality it encourages has created
something unexpected.

section C

It is almost as if someone had picked
up Langgaten and manipulated it into a
large mass!
How fitting! As the terminus of
Langgaten, the HoD celebrates its
unique location before picking people
up and sending them in their respective
directions.

Everyone watches the water in the fjord After all, this is a great area to explore
glisten with reflection of the HoD while given the pinch is the creative core.
enjoying the comfortable atmosphere. Here one will find an eclectic ensemble
of minds wandering the blanket,
And if one decides to pass on the
not only from the HoD, but from the
constant buzz and laid back attitude Collaborative Research Center and
Before moving along too soon, one they can continue along the waterfront, Infratecture. Each offers a wonderful
might consider joining the families
enter the HoD or amble across the and bizarre element that come together
having a picnic with their cute rascals public space to The Avenue.
in harmonious peculiarity.
or the friendly revelers enjoying some
øl that has brewed above, in the HoD.

infratecture
collaborative
research center
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west elevation - through the avenue
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geometry/form/seed
Offering clashing geometries
and great views, this crucial point on
the map demanded anything but a
“standardized” solution to reconcile
this busy and awkward spot on the
map.
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The form of the seed was born to
neutralize the clashing geometries
that converge at the site. It identifies
and anchors the creative core which
extends to Infratecture and the
Collaborative Research Center. By
lifting up the seed, the blanket becomes
the vessel on which the body of the
HoD rests. More importantly though
lifting the seed opens up this crucial
point on the master plan to views of the
fjord, simultaneously creating a public
plaza below.

The Avenue

The augmentation of the major axis
(east-west) of the seed eleven degrees
is perpendicular to hidden geometries
of the strips of land to the north and
south. The grid remains perpendicular
to The Avenue.
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south elevation

east elevation

north elevation
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networking
The Value of Networking
Constant new encounters = sudden
leaps in consciousness.
Networking is a catalyst for new
technology. It is through networking
ideas cross pollinate and new
discoveries are made. It is these
discoveries, that inspire imagination,
and when applied (make it to an

audience) have an impact, continuing
the cycle. Acceleration is a derivative
of time, time has yielded new means
of discovery, means that expedite
knowledge transfer. Consider the
printing press , the telephone, the
internet, et cetera: each has amplified
the speed of which new technology
becomes available, leading to the next

stage of development. The House of
Design is a micro society of the creative
class, it further minimizes the pattern
of delay, the common goal of sharing
and utilizing new ideas are what bring
people to this institution. Networking
becomes an unintentional part of
everyday life. Discovery is a social
affair.

*Impact, Discovery and Application
is an idea presented in Alvin
Toffler’s Future Shock.
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structure
While it is impossible to design knowing
the demands in the future, it is not with
them in mind. The House of Design,
being based on a standardized grid
opens up a framework to grow. With
no predefined floor plates, ceilings,
and walls on the sides, only a modular
structural system to build from allows
for maximum adaptability to best
suit the individual needs of each of
the creative enterprises that take
residence. In essence, this allows for a
twelve meter tall unhindered space, or
merely a three. There are no bounds
other than what gravity has demanded
for structure. If a conductor company
needs a thirty six meter long, twelve
meter wide open space it need look
no further than the HoD! Or, perhaps
grandma Annbjørg wants to open
a small bakery, she might make do
with a six by six by six meter space,
saving room above the bakery for a
small studio apartment. Leaving the
cumbersome floor plates behind has
been reciprocated by an adaptable
frame to grow.

Without stubborn floor plates, rent
would be not based on square meters,
but by volume, cubic meters—a more
sensible approach when things get
dense.
The simplicity of the grid opens
opportunity to have ready-made,
snap-in pieces to be assembled in
the grid. Installing a workshop could
be done in a matter of days, likewise
expanding it as more space is required.
On the other hand, if something more
particular is desired, it could be made
from an assortment of pre-fabricated
pieces and custom built materials or it
could all be custom.

The grid fosters a sense of community
similar to the Italian hill towns where
one finds stores and residences
intertwined horizontally as well as
vertically. A diverse community will be
woven together!

The pixilated grid formed is not to
be seen as a rigid device to adhere,
but a system to appease the most
demanding enterprise. It offers room
for enterprises to expand and grow.
No need for bulldozers here! With
the constants of structure one not
need bother with new foundations or
moving—an understanding system is
in place.

south elevation

east elevation
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blanket

Id est permeability.

One spends their entire life in two ways:
A.) in a node, or B.) in drift between nodes.
Traditionally emphasis has been placed
on the node—after all this is where the
formalities of life occurs; it is objective.
In the past (pre-automobile) drift served as
means of incidental discovery and, a means
of networking. Walking, one can stop and
smell the roses, driving one would not likely
notice.

is used up to control this machine to
avoid collision, attention is focused on
endless pavement and dodging other
isolation machines. The car gets to feel the
environment, breathe the morning fog, smell
the bakery and make the fields wave; the
driver remains idly in passive. Drifting in a
car one no longer can smell the bakery, but
must rely on a flashy billboard to “discover”
that bakery. With this, contemporary
drift has been neglected merely as a
consumption of time, a non-embracing
flow. With this, the opportunity to discover,
to network is lost.

community. For it is in the transience of
drift where encounters and discoveries
so often occur. When one takes to The
Blanket (or streets in general) the bubble is
gone; one is free to wonder up and down
both sides of the street, hop a fence, stop
and look up at an unusual sky, go pick
strawberries.

Discovery’s door is opened up through
curiosity often instigated by other senses
like olfaction, audition, touch, and so forth,
thus is paramount for a healthy community
to be walkable and interactive. Interaction
The means between nodes, via the car,
beckons in forms like the sound escaping
a bubble that is an isolating node in
The Blanket, and the continuous pedestrian a workshop of an artist chiseling the local
itself ushers people from and to their
connection it affords reverses this ghastly granite, it is an invitation to come inside.
destinations. Potentially good experience trend of disconnection of people with their The sweet smell of pine from a cabinet

maker would be inviting as well. Without
the car, one can discover the community
he/she lives; The Blanket allows for a
spontaneously social style of life.
The Blanket, the great unifier of the
city allows for the seamless pedestrian
connection amongst the various nodes
this space or, an artist set up an easel. The
developing in Sandnes, including The
House of Design. Merging with the HoD, the Street is an extension of the exhibition hall
Blanket transforms itself to be the stage of and, hence the blanket.
an exhibition space.
Staggered along/enveloping The Street in
instances are hearts and gardens that are
The artery of the HoD, The Street (a
part of The Blanket) brings people from smaller networks. As the street meanders
the Exhibition space through the bowels up through the HoD it passes through
of the HoD in a helicoidal fashion that
gardens and programmatic elements (the
circumnavigates the vertical space of the hearts) which consist of the likes of a
exhibition hall. The Street is framed by the performance hall, gallery and University
fronts of creative enterprises and, to create of Stavanger Satellite Facility, which are to
an interactive dialogue with incidental
further stimulate conversation and meeting,
passers-by these establishments often
discovery. To “forcefully” get passers-by
unfold onto this system.
involved and maintain a discourse with
the public, aiding curiosity and hopefully
The Street is 5.3 meters wide, wide enough instigating further exploration.
to allow room for residents to
come out of their rented spaces and
If entering the HoD from below the primary
intermingle with the other users. For
blanket level, one will pass through the
instance, a bistro might put several tables in Monopod (described previously).

nw core

sw core

In addition to The Blanket, two service cores
may expedite one up to his/her desired
level. The northwest service core merges
with the Monopod; the southwest service
core picks people up off the dock. Each
contain elevators and stairs. The northwest
core in addition contains service elevators
to lift those heavy sculptures residents have
been constructing as well as sets for the
latest performance series.
Lastly to note, The Street is to form a
vertical stitch with the adjacent buildings
and industries in Sandnes. By extruding
The Street, at different tiers, the boundaries
of the HoD become less finite and room to
grow is achieved. Why put boundaries on
the HoD? There is a lot happening here—it
is a place where people want to be.

sw core

nw core

—langgaten extension—
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view from northwest corner

south elevation

east elevation
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services
While The Street brings people to
and fro, under it exists the services
that prevent people from living like
Neanderthals.

in a new development with all the
needed infrastructure being held in
a singular path, setting the stage for
development. Given the nature of being
concentrated in a singular path, they
The underside of The Street carries do not infringe on how businesses
the services (electric, water, sewer,
develop their own spaces. When
gas, communications, et cetera...) so creative enterprises get hooked up to
residents can maintain civilized life. the services it will be done as simply (or
simpler) than in a current city.
To bring the services up and down
*Considering that the street is the
directly is an open shaft in the
primary means of movement, it will not
northwest circulation core that
connects with The Street each time be difficult for the enterprises to link up
it makes a loop. The Street with its to the needed utilities. Noting there is a
services might be likened to a street means for one of those staggering two

cores
meter tall Norwegians to amble and
enter the enterprises, an electric wire or
water pipe is no problem either.
The unburied path (basically a large
tube) allows for easy addition of new
services as they develop with time.
Given the current pace of technology, a
new standard means of communication
lines is being divulged every several
years. Installing these and whatever
else the future demands will be as
challenging as opening a hatch and
feeding the new line. Cheap, easy and
simple and, ready to adapt!

Two service cores, northwest and
southeast contain elevators and
stairwells stitching in shortcuts between
the levels of The Street as it winds
upwards. For convenience and function
bathrooms are placed adjacent.
Like stated previously, the northwest
core contains service elevators and a
shaft to containing the services that
connects to The Street as it loops
around. Also unique about this core is
the disposal shafts.
It is enough of a bother to take the
trash out, let alone when one is more
than several stories above the ground.
Combating this bothersome task, the
disposal chutes collect trash from the

start. Seven shafts, each dedicated
point collection is rather ordinary, a
to a variety of litter keep refuge from truck comes and picks up the soon-toaccumulating in the HoD.
be recycled materials.
Operating like a laundry chute, each No need for guilt throwing away that
tube sends the refuge down to an
plastic cup—at the HoD it will be
allotted containment vessel. From this recycled!
plastics
something not valued yet
paper
computer components
aluminum
organic litter
remaining litter

shaft carrying services

northwest service core
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view from northwest corner

southeast service core
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diversity

Imagination’s best friend, diversity is a
must for The House of Design to meet
success. Design cannot live healthily
as a means by and of itself; design
caters to society, for its betterment.
Understanding the parts and quarks,
being inspired and meeting the right
people is integral for discovery to
develop into impact. An open-minded,
diverse environment: publishers,
poets, boutiques, architects, cooks,
designers, venture capitalists, coffee

shops, lawyers, innovators, curators,
philosophers et cetera all have a place
here. They are all components of
design, permeability is the means to
tap into these resources, it allows a
mutual benefit. Bringing such diversity
into such a community will divulge a
greater power of design.

Venture Spaces
This is what the HoD is here for, where the creative enterprises set up shop. The venture spaces wrap around
the exhibition hall, hearts and gardens (discussed later) as well as possibly each other as the layers build up
like an Italian hill town. Or, one could equate it to a large ant hill with people meandering in and out of nooks
everywhere!
The venture spaces generally have one side facing The Street, to be used as a storefronts. Like stated, the
spaces are based on a grid that is formatted to allow for maximum flexibility.
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harmony
In compartmentalized society of office
buildings and apartment buildings,
shopping malls and workshops there is
little integration. Given nearly all things
are related and dependent upon each
other, it is illogical that they exist in this
segregated manner. The world wide
web can be thanked for bringing these
interactions closer virtually, but this
lacks intimacy.
Bringing this virtual world into
something physical is the creates a
network of unique and all types of

seemingly sporadic endeavors.
Consider this situation:
_There is a boot-maker next to a pasta
restaurant;
_for whom the boot maker (as a side
job) upholstered the leather seats
made by furniture designer across the
courtyard;
_who is going through exponential
growth, thanks to the financier he met
at the bath on the fifteenth floor last
year and
became friends;

_who is getting married to a kinky
author, who works in the Press Box,
above the forum and writes a very
successful column every week about
design and lifestyle;
_their favorite restaurant is the same
pasta restaurant next to the bootmaker;
_she loves the new leather seats, found
out about the boot-maker and, is now
getting a great new pair of boots;
_which she is now writing about and....

If one considers the Italian hill town,
made up of an eclectic variety of
ventures, one would surmise that they
come together harmoniously in a
wonderful whole. The House of Design
aims to parallel such a community, with
a slight twist: this is center of design,
a functional symbol of the gaining

prominence of the Creative Class, in society where these come together
Sandes, Norway.
would not only be experiential but
learning too. It would allow for the
Understanding that humans spend
unlikely connections that cease to
their time making art and tools, we exist in current society. Together a
can appreciate that even the most
more efficient whole is created, that will
seemingly distant occupations have accelerate creative design.
unique parallels. Developing a “mini”
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section b

section c
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so, after exploring the
pinch, take the escalator
up, find yourself getting
lost in the HoD

The city has numerous opportunities
working in its favor: The wealth of the
oil industry (not only financially but
also intellectually, as in engineers),
the panoramic views of the water and
hillsides, the warmest of climates in
Norway and let us not fail to mention
Norway’s status in regards to the
United Nations and Sandnes’ within

Norway. It is time Sandnes unveil itself are transformed into opportunities.
and take advantage of Roasted Duck Through this facility Rogaland will be
and Glazed Potatoes!
able to share much more than oil with
the world, something that is consumed
As the oil industry diminishes, the
and forgotten—it will now share ideas,
Design Center—an institution that
the entity that will never expire.
has realized human intellect to be
the only infinite resource—that via
human intellect inhibitive obstacles
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exhibitions
When the blanket juxtaposes with the HoD it takes on the
dimension of a large exhibition hall.
Framing the voluminous the walls of the exhibition hall are
formed by the different creative enterprises that rise up and
around it to develop a repertoire with those on the blanket
level. As things are in constant flux, the backdrop is dynamic
and ever changing. The backs (or fronts if one likes) of the
enterprises become a large shop window, to allow the exhibition
hall to become an evolving space. The exhibition hall hosts
markets, exhibits, entertainment and so forth as its nature has
many parallels to an Italian piazza. The exhibition hall looks
into Sandnes, out to the fjord, and up to the sky. It is the large
public space, the threshold where the public is immediately
confronted by the happenings of what is going on inside the
HoD at once. It is the primary chamber of interaction between
the public and the private enterprises held within. It is enclosed
in times of unsatisfactory weather, and open in times of nice
weather for the joy a fresh breeze.
Some of the hearts extend above the hall, to make their
presence known, to create/maintain a discourse with the
public, aiding curiosity and hopefully instigating exploration.
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hearts

The Press Box - What would become of the HoD
if it did not communicate on a global scale?! The Press Box is
the hub for the media, which broadcasts the happenings of the
HoD for the international audience. Positioned with good views of
the exhibition hall and views facing out to the rest of the city (for
those great backgrounds during the news casts) the Press Box keeps
all up to pace with this rapidly changing micro community. Being
concentrated as a node allows for easy central access for those that
are not a direct part of the media, as well more rapid development of
stories, so that they can feed off of each other.
The Crow’s Nest - The Crow’s Nest connects what would otherwise
be the terminus of The Street by creating a loop to bring people back
onto the Street through use of a sky bridge. Bisecting the open space
in the exhibition hall, The Crow’s Nest is a stitch with a bird’s eye view of
the happenings below and around. The Crow’s Nest is a series of clubs,
restaurants and social rendezvous to unwind when one demands a break from
creating at night/early in the morning, for breakfast, through dinner and any
time between. Its serves the need for social interaction and to watch the facility
change. Come check out the stimulating views!
Stavanger University Satellite Facility - Maintaining a dialogue with the latest
brainstorms of higher education at Stavanger University is a must to stay on top;
that aside, education should not be a four year commitment, but a lifelong odyssey
of exploration. It is of utmost importance to have a congruency with the latest ideas
the perpetual new youth is bringing out for they are the future. With this facility arises
the opportunity to cross fertilize innovations coming from education with that of the
professionals in the House of Design; they both serve nearly the same role in a creative
society, after all. The Stavanger University Satellite Facility has classrooms, exhibits and
small soirees to celebrate the latest achievements of their students.
The Norwegian Bath - While the creative class may not be up to the riggers of much
physical labor, the need for reprieve from the unforgiving cushion of that all too familiar
desk chair or, give one’s feet deserved rest and relaxation from days of dancing and serving
frothy cappuccinos echoes the physical need for a place to loosen-up. And if none of this
happens, the riggers of mental fatigue solving problems just as much owes itself to go up to The
Norwegian Bath. Situated to catch as much Southern exposure as the northern sun offers here,
the bath offers warm pools and panoramic views of snow falling on the surrounding mountains.
A great place to casually network or try the latest massage offers patrons the opportunity to expel
the fatigue of a long day.
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The Financial Block - New ideas are not just physical inventions
or new means of communication. Financial practices evolve like
everything else. New ideas need funding; the financial block
exists for the mutual benefit of the financier and for those
financed to bring their new ideas into existence as quickly as
possible. In fact, it has become so successful that recently
it has been expanded reaching across the park below to
merge with the building across from the HoD.
The Gallery - More intimate in nature than the Forum,
the Gallery hosts exhibits on a longer term scale.
Often showcasing new ideas from abroad this facility
is to help keep a conversation with other creative
cities as well as bring to front the latest ideas. The
gallery will be a draw for the public who may not
otherwise regularly visit the HoD. At times The
Gallery may be used for exhibiting concoctions
of Sandnes’s own HoD. The gallery is a great
place to meet similar-minded people and
enjoy some design in a savvy environment,
perhaps while sipping on some Sandnes’
latest twist of Brunello from Ag Tower on
the North End.
The Theater - Considering that not all
creative acts are physically permanent
declares a need for a theater. Those
who write music, choreograph,
sing and belly dance have the
opportunity to unleash their talents
in a formal atmosphere that is
immediately accessible. The
Theater, like the gallery attracts
the usual crowd , however
this inviting space helps coax
the friendly recluse out of
its cave. The backdrop of
the stage overlooks the
mountain across the fjord,
so that the performers
have the opportunity to
perform in the sky of
Sandnes.
347
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hearts and gardens
Navigating The Street one will
cross through the hearts and pass
by gardens. The hearts are often
juxtaposed in the vertical spaces of
the gardens and several protrude in
that of the exhibition hall. At the HoD
everything is connected and relates
with one another.

These spaces create neighborhoods,
each with their own characteristics.
One may describe their garden by
the one with all the people in funny
costumes (the garden that frames the
theater) or one filled with professors.
Some gardens exist as their own
entity offering a more private place
to escape. Many of the gardens are

set up as outdoor spaces—weather
permitting. If things get brisk as they so
often do in Norway the glass doors and
windows may be closed allowing one
to read Sandnesposten in the comfort
of conditioned space; do not neglect
to look out occasionally: the views are
howling!
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diversifying imagination
Each principle of PHIDA is part of the others
as they all work together to create the same
whole; realizing that diversity needs to be
harmonious and to be harmonious it need be
permeable; otherwise it would exist as isolated
pieces. Diversity is sought for the power of its
great collective imagination. Imagination bares
the ideas that transform, it is integral to why
humanity is changing and adapting at an ever
more rapid pace.
Imagination is diversity’s best friend. A
diverse environment is stimulating and will
inspire imagination. The HoD is a stimulating
environment, permeable and harmonious. A
body of culture and diverse surroundings (the
hearts and creative enterprises) come together
in many ways. Discoveries will be applied and
have an impact encouraging new discoveries,
perpetually continuing the cycle. The House of
Design intends to tighten the circle, by bringing
the forces that allow and accelerate this
process of imagination together for the mutual
benefit of society’s members.

Creativity + Local Materials = Skin
Reconciling individuality with harmony, the
exterior of the spaces allotted to the creative
enterprises will be made of local materials:
white-glazed, blue clay tiles (the local clay that
helped found the city), regional wood, glass
and/or steel (for details). They may be brought
together in any way imaginable—promoting
unique character for every resident; the
building becomes a work or art created by its
inhabitants while maintaining some semblance
as single body. Enclosure of the enterprises
take on the dual role of privacy and protection
and that of an artistic medium, a canvas of
expression. The architecture presented here,
than becomes more ambient and more about
organizing systems.
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culture

All one can vehemently concede is that culture does not originate consciously; it is the fortunate result of
an environment where ideas, opinions and the essence of our creativity can comfortably reside without
regard to the norm or the intended result. It is not
objective, rather it is within the structure and adaptability of our daily lives.
Never shall we be without culture in a truly healthy society.
It is with this in mind that the HoD is revealed. Housing a casual sophistication society’s members can claim as their
own, the expanse upon. An interconnected network yielding in short: culture.
The humans of the world find themselves at the dawn of yet another new era. What it takes to survive is different
yesterday. As Darwin noted it is not the strongest or smartest species that survives but the one that can adapt. Our built
environments are species in the same respect.
Homo sapiens have proven themselves to be the most adaptable species—a result of its creative spirit. Not only does it
adapt, but it adapts its environment.
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For buildings to survive they, like people must adapt., adapt for people. They should evolve together.
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in essence
In the spirit of sustaining and the
impossibility of knowing what the
future holds for the HoD, we anticipate
that most crucial for the future is the
ability to adapt; the ability of buildings
to meet new needs unheard of now
harmoniously. This ability to adapt is
more important than saying the entire
south facade is covered in solar panels
or the building uses water harvesting.
For all we know now solar panels may
be a temporary trend outdated by a
more efficient alternative. That aside,
these things can be implemented—what
cannot later be implemented however,
is the ability to adapt. The strength
of the HoD is its dense organization
of systems that are non-determinate
of how we live our lives in the future;
instead they exist as is a framework
for anything to happen. This ability to
adapt to “massive change” as Bruce
Mau calls it is of a greater value.
The House of Design is to be a catalyst
and hub for the Creative Class in

Sandnes, It is a series of nodes that
come together to create a larger node
within the city and of the world, a holon
as put by one. The different parts
come together for networking, sharing
and viewing ideas, educating and
entertaining. By serving diverse needs
attracts a diverse people. The HoD
serves to cross pollinate these peoples’
creativity with each other inside the
HoD, Sandnes (including Stavanger)
and the world: allowing new ideas to
bloom.

In the future, who knows if we will
still be using trains, planes and
automobiles? Certainly we will have
some sort of means to get from A
to B; I am hoping for a sort of timewarping—I hate flying. What ever
the future might bring, it will be
extraordinary in regards to the world
as we know it.

Before scurrying off: do not forget to check out the views the
Design Meets Sky Garden offer! A tempting place to enjoy the
fresh air and take in the views. Bring the munchkins to romp
before the sun in this land of the north slips away so quickly!

Human intellect is the one inexhaustible
resource—by bridging facets of human
intellect the HoD serves society as a
mensch in creation and development.
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Lady on a Boat – Srinagar (Kashmir), India

Abandoned Milk Factory – Peshkopi, Albania

Potala Palace – Lhasa, Tibet

Villager
Himara, Albania
Chicken Seller – Hyderabad, India
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Shepherd – Piluri, Albania

Church of Light – Ibaraki (Osaka), Japan
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Spatial Experimentation
Graphite
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Interior Space
36” x 24” Graphite

Livadhi 2, Albania
18” x 24” Acrylic

Livadhi 1, Albania
66” x 96” Acrylic
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